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Executive Summary
British National Strategic Fund’s Investment Strategy
BNSF has a triple mandate to fulfil: (1) Promote UK economic independence, (2) Promote long-term well-being of
the British population and (3) Maximize risk-adjusted returns. At the same time, Isos Capital recognizes the need
to address and reconcile concerns of BNSF board members. With these considerations, BNSF should adopt the
following investment strategy to maximize its financial, economic and social impact for the UK.
Revitalize UK businesses of today by growing economic productivity and competitiveness
Investing for a

Building UK champions of tomorrow to continue UK’s legacy as an economic powerhouse

Better UK that
Leaves No One
Behind

Uplifting social progress for people of UK and ensure that economic progress is inclusive

Diversifying sources of returns beyond the UK

A unique Sovereign Wealth Fund model to meet BNSF’s triple mandate
Isos Capital draws inspiration from the learning points of 3 different successful SWF models
China Investment Corporation

Ireland Strategic Investment Fund

BPIFrance

International portfolio with
diversified returns for capital
protection.

Domestic SME focused fund that
prioritises economic impact and
employment.

Domestic heavy fund with a
focus on strategic investments
for the future.

BNSF’s 3-Prong Allocation

•
•

International Portfolio
Group (IPG)

Infrastructure Group (IG)

Enterprise Development
Group (EDG)

Fixed Income / Equities:
50%

Infrastructure:
30%

Venture Capital / Private Equity:
10% each

Diversified returns source
Strategic investments in foreign
firms

Triple Bottom
Line

•
•
•

Bridge financing needs
Job creation
Environmental impact

•
•
•

Cultivate future champions
Modernise domestic SMEs
Social impact

Financial

- Financial return target of 30-year Glits yield + 2%

Economic

- Gross Value Added in UK economy from portfolio companies
- Number of jobs created in domestic portfolio companies

ESG

- Income equality measured by Gini Coefficient
- Number of minority-owned portfolio companies
- Net Carbon emissions by portfolio companies

Capital Allocation, not just a “What” but a “How”
It is of key importance to maximize the strategic and social impact of BNSF capital beyond financial returns.
The International Portfolio Group maximizes strategic interest, by investing in foreign firms aligned with UK
national interests. For example, BNSF can encourage foreign portfolio companies to set up UK headquarters.
Likewise, the Infrastructure Group safeguards UK national interest by providing financing for projects instead of
foreign investors. The projects also have synergies with declining UK industries, such as manufacturing.
The Enterprise Development Group has a diverse investment team that actively provides equity funding to SMEs,
including those in traditionally underfunded regions, or owned by minorities. Doing so helps in reducing the
widening income gap, that is often attributed to region, and social demographic.

Investing for the long term
Capital Deployment Schedule
International Portfolio Group*
Infrastructure Group
Enterprise Development Group**

Immediate Action
Medium - Term
Long - Term

2021
2023
2025 and beyond
% of assets Net Returns % of assets Net Returns % of assets Net Returns
90%
3.4%
80%
3.4%
50%
3.4%
Feasibility Study
Construction
Operational
5%
10%
0.0%
30%
8.0%
Planning Stage
Capital Deployment
Active Management
5%
10%
5.4%
20%
5.4%

Indirect Investment/ International Portfolio Group to generate consistent returns
Infrastructure Group to strengthen the backbone of the economy and bring about social benefits
Enterprise Development Group to build national champions of tomorrow

*International Portfolio Group includes strategic foreign investments,
**BNSF EDG returns are are based on research from Cambridge Associates on VC and PE returns over a 10-year period,
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Introduction & Problem Analysis
1. British National Strategic Fund: Investing for a better UK

Overview
Isos Capital has mapped out the British National Strategic Fund (BNSF)’s capital allocation for superior financial
returns, and key strategies in capital deployment for maximum economic and socio-economic impact. As UK’s
Sovereign Wealth Fund, BNSF has a triple mandate to fulfil: (1) Promote UK economic independence, (2)
Promote long-term well-being of the British population and (3) Maximize risk-adjusted returns. At the same time,
Isos Capital recognizes the need to address and reconcile concerns of BNSF board members

Key considerations
(1) UK productivity growth has seen a dramatic decline the last decade, and UK ranks 31st of 35 OECD countries
in productivity growth from 2008 to 2017. Brexit has further worsened UK’s productivity, and a gloomy outlook
has seen a decline in investments. Business investments remained stagnant since Q2 2016, and even
contracted by 1.4% from 2018 to 2019. The UK economy is projected by the Bank of England to grow only
around 1.1% until 2023. BNSF’s portfolio allocation should consider strategies that help boost UK productivity
and economic competitiveness, both in the short and long term.
(2) UK has a widening social inequalities driven by the income gap. The income gap is undeniably a multi-faceted
issue, and Isos Capital has broken it down into 2 perspectives. First, income gap by region – median income
after housing is highest in South East (£466) but lowest in Wales (£384) and North East (£387). The regional
income gap can be attributed to the disparity in Gross Value Added by region. The income gap is also
correlated to ethnicity and gender. BNSF’s portfolio strategy should seek to maximize its social impact.
(3) BNSF board members have different concerns, which are sometimes conflicting. For example, different board
members have contrasting stances on the issue of building high-risk national champions. The BNSF portfolio
allocation must strike a balance and reconcile the risks and returns.

COVID-19 and Brexit is a pivotal juncture for revitalizing the UK economy
COVID-19 and Brexit are major events that have further amplified the underlying challenges of the UK economy.
Sectors such as manufacturing have been particularly hard-hit by both COVID-19 and Brexit. The loss of EU Free
Trade Agreements has significantly decreased the competitiveness of UK exports and expose industries reliant on
foreign talent to a labor crunch.
These events further exacerbate effects of socio-economic inequalities. In particular, the COVID-19 pandemic has
affected disadvantaged communities more significantly. Death rates for COVID-19 in UK is 2.2 times higher in
poorer regions, emphasizing the importance of reducing socio-economic inequalities.
This pivotal juncture serves both as an urgent reminder and an opportunity for the UK to reposition and restructure
its economy, to evolve to a more robust, resilient and inclusive one. As such, in the shorter term, BNSF’s strategy
must take into consideration these events and aid the UK’s journey through this transition phase.

BNSF’s Strategy and Approach
Ultimately, the goal of BNSF is to build a better UK that leaves no one behind. Beyond asking what asset classes
BNSF should allocate its capital to, the bigger question is how the capital should be deployed to maximize
financial, strategic and societal impact. To achieve BNSF’s triple mandate, Isos Capital adopts the following
investment philosophy:
Revitalize UK businesses of today by growing economic productivity and competitiveness
Investing for a

Better UK that
Leaves No One
Behind

Building UK champions of tomorrow to continue UK’s legacy as an economic powerhouse
Uplifting social progress for people of UK and ensure that economic progress is inclusive
Diversifying sources of returns beyond the UK

Quantifying BNSF’s Impact, Financially and Beyond
In line with the triple mandate, Isos Capital has set quantitative metrics to measure the impact of BNSF on top of
the mandated financial return target of 30-year Glits yield plus a 2% return: (1) Gini coefficient, to measure the
decrease in income gap, (2) Number of jobs created attributed to BNSF portfolio companies, (3) Proportion of
minority-owned portfolio companies (4) Net carbon emissions of BNSF portfolio
Source: OECD, Office for National Statistics
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SWF Structure & Stakeholder Concerns
2. Proposed SWF Model and Addressing Key Stakeholders

A Unique SWF Model to meet BNSF’s triple mandate
China Investment Corporation

Ireland Strategic Investment Fund

BPIFrance

International portfolio with
diversified returns for capital
protection.

Domestic SME focused fund that
prioritises economic impact and
employment.

Domestic heavy fund with a
focus on strategic investments
for the future.

BNSF’s 3-Prong Allocation

•
•

International Portfolio
Group (IPG)

Infrastructure Group (IG)

Enterprise Development
Group (EDG)

Fixed Income / Equities:
50%

Infrastructure:
30%

Venture Capital / Private Equity:
10% each

Diversified returns source
Strategic investments in foreign
firms

Triple Bottom
Line

•
•
•

Bridge financing needs
Job creation
Environmental impact

•
•
•

Cultivate future champions
Modernise domestic SMEs
Social impact

Financial

- Financial return target of 30-year Glits yield + 2%

Economic

- Gross Value Added in UK economy from portfolio companies
- Number of jobs created in domestic portfolio companies

ESG

- Income equality measured by Gini Coefficient
- Number of minority-owned portfolio companies
- Net Carbon emissions by portfolio companies

Addressing Stakeholders
Stakeholder Concerns

How BNSF Addresses Concerns

Government

Ties in with the governments overarching goals. From achieving net
carbon emissions by 2050 to supporting future UK champions

Local Communities

SME and Infrastructure growth to benefit local communities, allowing
for economic growth in various regions around the UK

Minorities
Portfolio Companies

Board Member Concerns

EDG will actively invest in SMEs led by minorities. The EDG
investment team will be diverse, to reduce any implicit bias.
EDG provides strategic advisory for portfolio SMEs, and business
support for portfolio start-ups
How BNSF Addresses Concerns

Aadi Singh – Prioritize UK firms,
and benefit UK citizens equally

BNSF EDG invests in UK SMEs, including SMEs in traditionally
underfunded regions, and IG group creates jobs for UK Citizens

Lewis Hughes – Protect local small,
medium enterprises (SMEs)

BNSF EDG invests in UK SMEs and provides strategic advisory for
portfolio companies to enhance competitiveness

Anna Aylmer – Attract foreign
investment, and reduce inequality

BNSF’s overall strategy enhances UK competitiveness, and reducing
inequality is embedded in BNSF’s investment strategy

Elizabeth Shelby – Private-funded
infrastructure to revitalize economy

BNSF Infrastructure Group aims to work alongside private capital
funds to build efficient energy projects, the backbone of the economy

Oliver Edwards – Invest in overseas
firms to bring in capital and jobs

BNSF IPG makes strategic investments in top foreign firms, which
aids in bringing in jobs and capital to the UK

Robert Grey – Invest in firms with
potential, regardless size or MNC

BNSF’s three-prong strategy has diversified investments in SMEs,
MNCs both in UK and globally

Laura Spencer – Invest in start-ups
to build national champions

BNSF’s EDG has a VC arm that will set up an accelerator network to
build future UK champions

Source: Case material
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Prong 1 – International Portfolio Group
2.1 International Portfolio Group

A Robust Global Portfolio with Diversified Returns

Portfolio breakdown

EM , 15%
Equities
60%

Asia, 15%
Eur, 5%

Fixed
Income
40%

NA, 25%

Source: yfinance, Isos
Performance Measure
Performance
Annual Capital Return 0.81%

Our International Portfolio serves as the backbone of BNSF to diversify the fund’s
returns by gaining exposure to global equities and fixed income assets to achieve
consistent long-term risk-adjusted returns above our hurdle rate outlined by our
stakeholders, the British Government, and provide sufficient liquidity to meet our
interest repayment schedule. The IPG aims to strategically diversify the fund’s returns
out of the UK to reduce volatility from domestic idiosyncratic events and prevent
geographical concentration risk from our domestic heavy Infrastructure and Enterprise
groups. As in the examples of China Investment Corporation and Singapore’s GIC, we
believe in constructing a core portfolio resilient across a broad range of possible
market and economic conditions, while generating positive long-term returns by taking
advantage of non-perfect correlations among asset classes which works best in
combination rather than in concentration.

Annual Div. Return

2.58%

Managing Thematic Changes

Total net Return

3.39%

Annual SD

7.16%

Sharpe ratio

0.43x

New forces, from climate change to geopolitical tensions, to technological advances
and a “new normal” society play an increasingly important role in global economies and
markets. To ensure our continued performance over the long term, BNSF identifies and
organizes major thematic changes into 4 broad categories, Structural Opportunities,
Structural Threats, Cyclical Opportunities and Cyclical Threats. These four categories
would drive BNSF’s portfolio rebalancing and active hedging decisions to provide
defensive capital protection and long-term risk-adjusted returns.

Source: BlackRock, Isos
Historical Back-test
200
180

Active management

160

Major research houses have postulated feeble market returns in the years ahead when
compared to the last decade, this can be attributed to higher inflation moving forward
and high existing valuations, which puts a strain on upside potential. History has shown
us that in times of low returns, which we are expecting moving forward, Active
strategies have outperformed passive strategies by a long shot, Hence we believe
BNSF must adopt active management for IPG. High conviction ideas must generate a
return above the expected beta return would be executed by replacing assets from our
passive portfolio, while ensuring that we remain within our systematic risk parameters.
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FTSE100

IPG

Source: yfinance, Isos

Monte Carlo Simulation

R-E-P Investment Framework

Source: yfinance, Isos
Scenario Analysis

In addition to identifying attractive bottom-up investments with compelling risk-reward,
opportunities must be evaluated on the following metrics;
Reputational risk and political conflict
• As a SWF, BNSF must invest mindfully and avoid firms which may cause
reputational harm to the fund or to the UK government. This includes but not limited
to firms involved in money laundering and firms with ties to political leaders
ESG Impact
• Every opportunity should be reviewed in its totality, including environmental and
social impacts in the communities these firms operate in.
Potential Strategic Value Add
• What are the potential value-added externalities (if any) to the UK economy.

5
0
-5
-10
-15
-20

Source: Bloomberg, Isos
Source: Isos’s analysis

Proposed International Portfolio performance
A Value at Risk analysis of our proposed International Portfolio shows that it is robust
presenting a 8.4% drawdown with a 95% confidence interval vs a 14.9% drawdown of
the FTSE100. The results of a scenario analysis is testament to the all-weather nature
of our portfolio with a maximum projected loss of less than 15%. In the long run we
expect the international portfolio to return approximately 3.4% annually, which is above
our hurdle rate and provide £ 15.5m in distributions for every billion BNSF raises,
sufficient to meet our interest repayment obligations.
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Prong 2 – Infrastructure Group
2.2 Infrastructure Group
Investment
Deal Value ($B)

Building up National Infrastructure

120
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40
20
0
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Creating the tools for co-investment opportunities & Capital Raises

Co-Investment

Direct Investment

Source: Laconia Capital
Co-Investment returns vs
PE
50%

46%

45%
40%
34%

35%
30%
25%
20%

16%

15%
10%

We aim to allocate 10% of total capital to our Infrastructure group which could
potentially be leveraged up to £10 Billion to engage in medium-large infrastructure
projects. Engaging in co-investment arrangements with private firms is also a key cog
in our overall strategy which allows for greater operational efficiency while having
governmental oversight. While the government does not have the ability to fund the
expected pipelines of infrastructure projects throughout the country, the recent COVID19 pandemic has had little impact on the level of private capital available for
deployment. Hence a co-investment scheme allows BNSF to tap on the capital and
operational expertise of private funds such as MIRA and deploying Green Bonds while
rebuilding public trust in private national infrastructure investments; something that has
declined in recent years and could be revived with BNSF’s leadership in the field. This
allows the stakeholders to balance corporate interest with the needs of the British
people, while also allowing the fund to draw capital from a larger pool of investors.

Making an impact on the energy sector

4%

5%

Our Infrastructure group aims to enable UK’s infrastructure revolution and restore
market confidence while aligning with the national interest and taking a step towards
economic independence. Our recommendations include engaging in co-investment
schemes to fully utilize private capital, while allowing BNSF to implement a coherent
nation-wide strategy that lies parallel to the overarching aims and objectives of
governments policies. We believe that as a new decade opens, the UK is in for a
transformation with Brexit and technological shifts. A strong and efficient infrastructure,
will allow the country to support local economies, attract foreign capital, and provide
both economic and social benefits for UK residents.

0%
-5% or Performed Up to +5% +5% or
more the same
more

Source: Preqin
Onshore Wind Farms

The UK has made it a key priority to achieve net zero carbon emissions by 2050. While
the energy sector has seen radical shifts in recent years, there remains further
potential for growth in the renewables sector especially with an infrastructure budget
deficit. Furthermore, with the UK committing to expand battery capacity to store
renewable energy, as well as the shift towards electric vehicles (31.5 million cars in the
UK), we see a need for nationwide infrastructure financing to support the government’s
current efforts. As a start, we recommend engaging in greenfield wind farm projects
south of London (Southampton/Brighton) where there is a lack of renewables and has
proximity to the capital. The National infrastructure commission (NIC) estimates an
additional £9 Billion annual investment to meet their net-zero target by 2050.
Social and environmental externalities would also be created by such projects to
benefit local communities. While many may argue the trade-off between profitability
and the funds moral obligations, we have modelled out prospective projects that prove
otherwise.

Synergies to support declining industries
Source: UK Data Explorer
UK Manufacturing PMI
60
55
50
45
40
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Source: Bloomberg

1/2020

7/2020

Another benefit of our proposed infrastructure projects is to potentially save the sunset
manufacturing industry. The UK employs 2.7 million workers in the manufacturing
industry, many of whom have been affected by the decline. We propose championing
local manufacturers to supply components for the proposed projects and allowing them
to transfer their skillsets into a complementary industry. By retrofitting their factories to
build wind turbines or basic materials needed for the construction, this will ultimately
provide more opportunities for the industry.
With renewable energy being a core mandate for many other European countries, this
also provides an opportunity for local manufacturers to gain the confidence of foreign
entities when building similar turbines/infrastructure projects throughout Europe. By
engaging in sustainable sources of energy, this provides one piece of the puzzle in
solving the energy trilemma that Europe is facing as they shift away from Oil & Gas.

Source: Energy UK, The Guardian, UK Govt Statistics
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Prong 3 – Enterprise Development Group
Project Analysis

Project Analysis on Wind Energy Projects

Bull Base Bear
Case Case Case
NPV
(in $M)

1,061

316

77.6

MIRR

24%

8%

2%

Payback
Period
(Years)

4

9

15

Source: Isos
Breakeven Analysis
Cumulative Cash
Flows
400
300
200
100
0

Once BNSF has been set up in 2021, we propose immediately engaging in a feasibility
study to identify specific sites to set up the proposed wind farms. Isos project analysis
has allowed us to model out a 20-year wind farm project with a development cost of
£450 million for a 350MW wind farm. With conservative wind estimates and a detailed
financial projection of production and costs, our base case has derived an 8% MIRR
and a payback period of 9 years for wind farm projects. Experts have ascertained that
a payback period of less than 10-years are well managed projects, and our bull case
has evaluated our payback period as short as 4 years. We believe that with coinvestment and partnerships with well-established infrastructure investment firms such
as MIRA, we will be able to lower the cost for subsequent projects and retain our
project teams, allowing us to shorten timescales and proactively drive towards new
projects. Increasing exposure into renewable energy allows the fund to strengthen the
current energy ecosystem and ensures strong, steady cash streams for the fund in the
long run.

Future Infrastructure Projects

-100
-200

It is our aim to utilize the Infrastructure group as a catalyst for further investments in
UK infrastructure apart from energy and lead the drive towards bridging the
infrastructure financing gap together various stakeholders through a co-investment
model to deliver the National Infrastructure Strategy set out by the British government,
while balancing our environmental and economic interest.

-300
-400
-500

Source: Isos

2.3 Enterprise Development Group

Achieving Returns and Shaping UK’s Economy for Tomorrow

SWF VC Deals
60

400
350

50

300
250
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200

Deal Count

Funding ($B)

40

150

20

100
10

50

0

To catalyze and revitalize the development of the UK economy, BNSF’s Enterprise
Development Group would adopt a two-prong approach in private equity and venture
capital investments. BNSF’s allocation in VC assets catalyzes growth of future state
champions. At the same time, BNSF’s SME Growth Arm serves to future-proof small
medium enterprises for tomorrow. Ultimately, beyond financial returns, BNSF also
strives to promote the growth of future star industries. Currently, the UK government
has several strategies such as Innovate UK and Local Enterprise Programs. Isos
Capital is confident BNSF’s strategies are complementary to the existing UK programs,
and would work in tandem to re-shape UK SME‘s competitive edge.

0

Catalyzing Growth for Future Technology Champions
Funding ($B)

Deal Count

Source: Pitchbook
Potential VC
Collaborations

Laura Spencer, a BNSF board member, is
Managing Partner of Balderton Capital

Potential University
Collaborations

Some universities have small-scale
incubator and accelerator programmes,
which lack commercial expertise

Source: Isos
Source: UK BEIS

BNSF would finance an internal VC fund to build core competencies in developing
future technology champions. Such a structure would allow BNSF to have an
enhanced decision-making capacity in driving strategic initiatives aligned to UK’s
national interests.
Isos Capital also recognizes that concerns have been raised by several board
members about the high-risk nature of the asset class. However, the capital allocation
to VC assets would be capped at 5%. Furthermore, we believe the risk-reward profile
is compelling, considering the significant economic, strategic and social upside should
investments succeed. Given the fund size, BNSF VC fund should invest in early-stage
start-ups where smaller deal sizes still offer outsized upside potential.
To improve the deal flow, BNSF should set up an accelerator network nationwide, in
collaboration with existing VC funds and universities. BNSF can tap into the expertise
from top UK VC funds, and talent pool from UK universities. While there are currently
over 250 accelerators in the UK, still significant gaps still exists which BNSF can
address. Currently, only 8% of accelerators are funded by VCs, while 51% of
accelerator funding comes from corporates, whose eco-system often limits the growth
of start-ups. The remaining source of funding for accelerators (41%) is through public
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Prong 3 – Enterprise Development Group
2.3 Enterprise Development Group
Accelerator Funding
Source
Corporate

51%

Public

41%

Other

14%

University

13%

Revenue

12%

Philantrophy

capital which lacks expertise in helping start-ups gain exposure to institutional
investors. Unsurprisingly, only 3.1% of accelerators provide support in portfolio
companies raising bigger funding rounds, which is an essential step in scaling. BNSF’s
accelerator will promote the development of early-stage companies. After the
accelerator phase, BNSF’s VC arm can invest in promising start-ups, which propel
their further growth.

9%

Public

8%
0%

20%

40%

60%

Source: UK BEIS

At the same time, BNSF’s VC arm can also align part of its investment thesis with the
UK’s strategic economic roadmap that sets 4 grand challenges for UK’s economy by
2030: (1) AI and Data, (2) Ageing Society, (3) Clean Growth and (4) Mobility.

Future-proofing Small Medium Enterprises

SME Growth Initiatives
Financing
Innovate UK loans, Grants
UK
for select industries
EU Investment Fund, EU
EU Social Fund, EU regional
Development Fund

SMEs contribute 47% of the UK economy and 60% of employment. COVID-19 and
Brexit are both events that have severely impacted UK SMEs. It is of paramount
importance for SMEs, the backbone of UK’s economy, to adapt and evolve, to become
a key engine in UK’s productivity growth.

Business Support
Local Enterprise Programme1
,UK Export Finance, Business
Basics Programme etc.

Currently, there are multiple initiatives to boost SME growth. However, some of these
programs are funded by the European Commission. For example, the DIGI-RAIL
program to digitize SMEs, SME International Growth project, and Manufacturing
Growth Project are partly or wholly funded by the European Regional Development
Fund. In this Brexit transition phase, continual funding for SME growth initiatives
remains uncertain.

1 Each region has their own LEPs, which
deliver distinct initiatives

Source: Isos
SME & Equity Financing
Region Distribution
Yorkshire/Humber
West Midlands
Wales
South West

BNSF’s SME Growth Arm is a direct investment fund focused on UK SMEs with growth
potential. On top of equity funding, the BNSF SME Growth Arm should provide portfolio
SMEs with strategic advisory. International expansion and innovation have been
identified as key growth factors for SMEs. To foster digital adoption, BNSF Growth Arm
can connect its portfolio SMEs with synergistic EDG portfolio start-ups. BNSF should
also build expertise and network in helping portfolio SMEs go global.

South East
Scotland

Another key issue is the equity financing gap across different UK regions. Historically,
equity financing deals are largely concentrated in London despite high growth
businesses being distributed across UK. To address this, policy intervention such as
the Enterprise Investment Scheme, and setting up of funds like the Midlands Engine
Investment Fund have been implemented. However, existing initiatives have missed
out on a crucial gap - many SMEs in regions with lower equity funding are unaware of
the benefits of equity financing and lack expertise in signaling investors.

Northen Ireland
North West
North East
London
East of England
East Midlands
0%
No. of SMEs (%)

20%

40%

60%

Equity Financing Amount (%)

Source: House of Commons, BEIS
SME Leadership by
Ethnicity, and Gender

BNSF SME Growth Fund must also formulate strategies to communicate and increase
the appeal of equity financing to SMEs in traditionally underfunded regions. For
example, for family-owned SMEs, BNSF can consider including certain deal terms like
a succession plan for family members to remain involved in the business.

5% 3%
92%
White-led
Minority-led
Unreported

15%

2%

83%
Male-led
Women-led
Unreported

Empowering Underprivileged Groups
By catalyzing growth in SMEs, particularly underfunded ones, BNSF’s SME Growth
Fund also helps bridge the productivity gap in regions, and by extension the regional
income gap. On top of that, BNSF’s SME Growth Arm should also actively invest in
minority-owned businesses and encourage diversity in hiring and leadership for
portfolio companies. Naturally, this also means that the investment team for BNSF’s
EDG should have hires from diverse backgrounds representative of the UK population,
which will help in reducing any implicit bias in the investment process.

Source: BEIS
Source: UKRI Economic and Social Research Council
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Capital Timeline, Risks Analysis & Conclusion
3. A Dynamic and Robust Allocation

A Dynamic Capital Allocation Plan
Execution of our proposed long-term allocation would be conducted over 3 phases. In phase 1, the team would
begin feasibility studies and build the required human capital capabilities for our Infrastructure and Enterprise
groups. Capital raised in 2021 would be deployed in our well diversified international portfolio allowing the fund to
maintain a defensive posture in an uncertain Brexit future. Subsequently in phases 2 & 3, as BNSF develops its
deal pipeline, future capital raises would be allocated into our Infrastructure and Enterprise groups. We believe
such a dynamic deployment plan would ensure prudent capital protection for our stakeholder.
Capital Deployment Schedule

2021

2023

2025 and beyond
% of assets
Net Returns

% of assets

Net Returns

% of assets

Net Returns

International Portfolio Group*
Developed Market Equities
Emerging Market Equities
Investment Grade Bonds
High Yield Bonds
International Group Total

45%
15%
25%
15%
90%

4.4%
6.0%
-0.1%
3.7%
3.4%

36%
12%
20%
12%
80%

4.4%
6.0%
-0.1%
3.7%
3.4%

Infrastructure Group
Project Wind
Future Projects
Infrastructure Group Total

Feasibility Study
5%
5%
-

Construction
10%
0.0%

Enterprise Development Group
Search Fund*
Incubator*
Enterprise Group Total

Planning Stage
3%
3%
5%
-

Capital Deployment
5%
10.7%
5%
0.0%
10%
5.4%

Active Management
10%
10.7%
10%
0.0%
20%
5.4%

20b
2.6%
0.8%
3.1%
2.8%

40b
2.1%
1.0%
3.2%
3.0%

50b
2.1%
2.0%
5.2%
4.0%

BNSF's Cumulative Capital
Distibution Yield
Interest Payment Requirement*
Total Expected Returns
Hurdle Rate (Gilts+2%)

10%

23%
8%
13%
8%
50%

4.4%
6.0%
-0.1%
3.7%
3.4%
Operational

10%
20%
30%

0.0%

8.0%
8.0%
8.0%

*International Portfolio Group includes strategic foreign investments,
**BNSF VC and SME Growth Arm returns are based on research from Cambridge Associates over a 10-year period,
***Projected GLITS Yield

Brexit Scenario Analysis
Our base case assumption would be for a “Soft” Brexit in December 2020. However, our proposed asset allocation
is prepared for any eventuality. We believe our dynamic capital deployment plan and prudent capital allocation with
a diversified international portfolio core would allow us to weather any uncertainty in the initial years after Brexit.
Our scenario analysis based on a linear regression model has identified the potential impact on different Brexit
scenarios. Furthermore given BNSF’s triple mandate, our dynamic capital deployment plan could be adjusted to
provide capital injections in distressed sectors with compelling risk-reward profiles under our Enterprise group.

Scenario

GDP

Manufacturing
PPI

Unemployment

GBP/USD

FDI

BNSF’s Returns

Soft

5.2%

Hard

3.3%

NoDeal

2.9%

Conclusion
In the mid-1980s, both Norway and UK were gushing in wealth from North Sea oil. Norway had established its
Government Pension Fund, also termed as the Oil Fund, to reinvest the petroleum revenue for future generations.
Today, the Norway SWF has grown to USD 1 trillion, which represents $200,000 for every Norwegian.
In an era of uncertainty and fragile business confidence, the establishment of BNSF is a much-needed move to
charter the rejuvenation of the UK economy. Drawing on lessons from foreign SWFs, our capital allocation
strategy of creating a diversified international portfolio, growing new national champions and supporting domestic
SMEs & infrastructure projects will set BNSF in the right direction, to maximize the economic, strategic and social
impact for the people of UK. We are confident that BNSF will contribute to a better UK that leaves no one behind,
and safeguards the interest of the British people today, and for generations to come.
Source: Norway Government Pension Fund Website

Isos Capital Appendices
APPENDIX: Global Portfolio

ETF Proxies Used
Asset Class
International Portfolio Group
Developed Market Equities
North America
Europe
UK
Asia
Emerging Market Equities
Emerging Market
Emerging Market Asia
Investment Grade Bonds
Treasury
IG Corporates
High Yield Bonds
EM Sovereign
HY Corporates

ETF Proxy

Returns

SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust (SPY)
iShares Core MSCI Europe ETF (IEUR)
iShares MSCI United Kingdom ETF (EWU)
iShares MSCI All Country Asia ex Japan ETF (AAXJ)

10.3%
3.2%
6.4%
7.6%

iShares MSCI Emerging Markets ETF (EEM)
iShares MSCI Emerging Markets Asia ETF (EEMA)

10.5%
6.2%

iShares US Treasury Bond ETF (GOVT)
iShares iBoxx $ Inv Grade Corporate Bond ETF (LQD)

2.8%
5.6%

iShares JPMorgan USD Emerging Markets Bond ETF (EMB)
iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF (HYG)

5.1%
5.9%

Infrastructure Group
Infrastructure
Real Estate

iShares Global Infrastructure ETF (IGF)
Vanguard Real Estate Index Fund ETF (VNQ)

4.4%
11.2%

Enterprise Group
Private Equity

Invesco Global Listed Private Equity ETF (PSP)

7.3%

Strategic Asset Allocation Efficient Frontier and Correlation plot (historical)

Strategic Asset Allocation Simulations

Simulated Return Profile
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Isos Capital Appendices
APPENDIX: Brexit Scenario Analysis

Factor Model Assumptions
Soft
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
7.50%

GDP growth
UK Inflation rate
£/USD
UK Unemployment rate
UK FDI YoY
UK Manufacturing PPI YoY
UK Retail sales YoY
BNSF’s Returns

Hard
-3%
5%
-2%
4%
-5%
2%
-2%
4.48%

No deal
-5.50%
5%
-10%
9%
-22%
10%
-3%
4.11%

Source
Case
Economist
Economist
EY
LSE
Teams estimates
Teams estimates

Regression Model Output
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.947294
R Square
0.897366
Adjusted R Square
0.893039
Standard Error
0.007332
Observations
174
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
CPI YoY
Unemployment Rate
FDI
Retail Sales YoY
Manufacturing PPI
£/USD
MSCI ACWI

SS
MS
F
Significance F
7 0.078031 0.011147257 207.3435109 1.31724E-78
166 0.008925 5.37623E-05
173 0.086955

Coefficient
s
0.000531
0.111618
-0.01603
0.004423
-0.02261
-0.02344
0.006071
0.529389

Standard
Error
0.002929
0.139344
0.04889
0.010064
0.019745
0.014572
0.006207
0.014329

t Stat
0.181363372
0.801025841
-0.32782065
0.439460076
-1.14486976
-1.60832232
0.978176729
36.94444189

Lower
P-value
Lower 95% Upper 95% 95.0%
0.856303624 -0.00525115 0.006313 -0.00525
0.424261708 -0.16349688 0.386733
-0.1635
0.743460365 -0.11255433
0.0805 -0.11255
0.660899754 -0.01544665 0.024292 -0.01545
0.253911105
-0.0615883 0.016378 -0.06159
0.109664852 -0.05220711 0.005334 -0.05221
0.329410314 -0.00618323 0.018326 -0.00618
5.42525E-82 0.501097966 0.55768 0.501098

Upper
95.0%
0.006313
0.386733
0.0805
0.024292
0.016378
0.005334
0.018326
0.55768

Model Projected vs Actual Portfolio Performance
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APPENDIX: Infra Project Analysis (Wind Farm)

Project Timeline

Source: Isos

Electricity Cost Model Assumptions

Source: UK Power

Development Assumptions

Source: Renewables First
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APPENDIX: Infra Project Analysis (Wind Farm)

Base Case Projected Cash Flows

Source: Isos

Revenue Drivers

Source: Isos

Maintenance Drivers

Source: Isos
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Isos Capital Appendices
APPENDIX: Infra Project Analysis (Wind Farm)

Lack of large renewable energy of any kind south of London

Source: UK Data Explorer
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